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Abstract.
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected peoples’ lives in many ways, including their
health, income, and economic condition. One of the most affected sectors is the
banking industry, which is facing difficulty in liquidity creation. This research attempts
to analyze the ability of Indonesian commercial banks, both conventional and Syariah
banks, to create liquidity pre and during the pandemic. The researchers employed a
descriptive data analysis to investigate the pattern of liquidity creation in the Indonesian
banking sector using monthly data from December 2018 to August 2020. Since these
banks operate under different banking principles, they respond to the pandemic
differently. The researchers found an interesting fact that the liquidity per rupiah asset
created by the Syariah banks outperformed the conventional banks pre- and during
the pandemic. This finding implies that the Syariah banks have a considerable potential
to expand their operation in the Muslim majority such as Indonesia.
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1. Introduction

the responsibility of the
VCOSPILED 2021 Conference
Committee.

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic not only affects the health sector but also
alters all aspects of the economy. The social distancing policies implemented by the
Government to control the spread of the pandemic brings consequences in term of
economic activities. As the limitation of the mobility due to social distancing during
the COVID-19 pandemic, consumption, investment, transportation, production sectors
faced a significant decline leading to downturn in economic growth [1]. In the first
quarter of 2020, economic growth declined sharply to only 2.97% (YoY) from 4.97%
in the previous quarter. The low growth rate was mainly due to lower consumption, as
a major contributor to the Indonesian economy. In the first quarter, consumption only
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grew by 46% (2.66% YoY) of consumption growth in the previous quarter (4.93 YoY). To
increase public consumption and government spending, the Indonesian government
provides several stimuli such as assistance appearing as a social safety net in the form
of fiscal stimulus packages I and II. However, lock-down and partial lock-down policies
as well as social distancing policy and uncertainty of the future economic conditions
have increased the risk of vulnerability in the banking industry, particularly in terms of
lending as well as liquidity creation in banking sector [2].
As a bank-based country, banking sector plays a crucial role in the Indonesian economic development. During the COVID-19 pandemic, banking sector faces a challenging
circumstance and requires it to be prepared for future difficulties. In the individual bank
level, there are still operational impacts need to be fulfilled, such as maintaining costefficient operational and meeting capital requirements [3].
Bank as financial intermediary, theoretically plays the central roles in economic
development; firstly as creator of liquidity[4] and secondly as the transformer of the
risk [5][6][7]. In the seminal paper of [4] discusses that bank creates the liquidity through
transforming their relatively short-term maturity liquid liability to financing relatively longterm maturity illiquid assets on the balance sheet. The debtors use the loan facility to
make investment and finance their working capital. Additionally, the loan customer uses
their transaction deposit account to accommodate disbursement of loan facility as well
as facilitate payment services transaction to other parties. Bank also has a capability to
create liquidity through its off-balance sheet transaction activities by providing the loan
commitment facilities to its debtors as well as other contractual features or financial
guarantee offering liquidity to the market [8]and [9]. Thus, liquidity creation through the
bank’s role as financial intermediaries will strengthen economic growth [10].
The researchers stab to extend the literature on liquidity creation in some respects,
thus the purpose of this research is to compare the ability and amount of Commercial
Bank (CB) and Islamic Banking (IB) to create the liquidity during and pre the pandemic in
Indonesian Banking System. The researchers are motivated by difference in policy and
regulation applied to those types of bank. Islamic bank operates under the law of Islam
(Syariah) which prohibits the interest payment or interest return (Riba). Thus, Islamic
banks will experience limitations in obtaining funding from conventional banks and
loan-based capital markets [11]. Thus, in a crisis disrupting bank liquidity, it is estimated
that Islamic banks will have difficulty to obtain funding from third parties (debtors) and
will cause low profits and increase borrowing cost. The researchers apply descriptive
research method to contrast the conventional and Syariah banking in terms of liquidity
creation.
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Bank creates liquidity to its customers by transforming the risk on the balance sheet
and by providing liquidity through loan commitment and other financial guarantees on
its off-balance sheet. These two main roles of banking operation; liquidity creation (LC)
and risk transformation, as some experts said that these roles may be synchronized,
however they do not move perfectly in the same direction [4],[12] [13]. Commercial Bank
transfers its liquid liabilities (deposits) into financing relatively illiquid risky assets (loans)
to provide liquidity to other non-bank borrowers. On the other side, bank creates liquidity
on liability side by converting the illiquid loans (assets) into liquid and safer deposits.
Both processes impact positively to economic development [14], on the asset side,
banks provide loans to businesses which have limited access to finance their working
capital and investment need [15]. Meanwhile, banks deposit products on the liability side
offer the liquidity and the payment process for the businesses transactions increasing
economics welfare of parties as a whole [9]. Moreover, CB’s also provide (provides)
liquidity through its off-balance sheet activities which help to increase economic growth
by offering the derivative products, loan commitment and financial guarantee to support
strong investment plans and support working capital financing such as inventory as well
as to hedge the movement of interest rate and exchange rate [16][17][14]
In contrast to the Commercial Banking (CB’s), Islamic Banking (IBs) practices is developed based on Islamic Sharia principal, by applying the reward-risk sharing or profit and
loss sharing paradigm between parties involved in the transactions with the purpose of
promoting the social welfare and equality for the both parties. Sharia law as an ideology
in Islam forbids riba a type of business transaction involving interest rate. This guideline
also prohibits some other type of businesses which have higher level of uncertainty
(gahrar) such as gambling and speculation, derivative transaction, short selling.
Liquidity creation process in IBs does not differ principally with the Commercial Banks
(CB’s). Islamic Banking, on the asset side, provides liquidity to the market through
its asset financing such as leasing and investment (Ijara and Murabaha) and equity
financing. Parties who receive fund from IBs financing for their working capital and the
investment plan then enlarge their productive activities. On the right side of the bank’s
balance sheet, the liability side, IB’s creates the liquidity in the same approach with
CB’s. The saving and demand deposit products (Mudharaba, Musarakha) are customer
deposit fund managed by the bank, under the contract of Mudaharaba and Musarakha
the bank could channel the fund to other parties and is expected to have multiplier
effect on social welfare [11][18].
To date, the research of bank ability to create liquidity in Indonesian banking Industry
is still rarely found on the current literature, especially those related to the COVID-19
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pandemic. Thus, the researchers are motivated to fill the gap in this area by looking at
the different ability of banking types (Conventional and Sharia) in creating liquidity. This
research aims to evaluate the patterns of liquidity created by the Indonesian banking
industry pre- and during COVID-19 pandemic. This paper contributes to the banking
literatures in which the researchers explore in more detail the ability Indonesian Banking
which has dual banking system namely conventional commercial banking and Islamic
banking to create liquidity. As a country with a Muslim majority population, but the
market share of IB’s is much lower than CB’s and it is important to analyze whether
Syariah Bank provides significant contribution in providing liquidity to the market.

2. Method
This research employs a descriptive analysis to evaluate liquidity creation of the Indonesian banking industry from December 2018 to August 2020. The sample of banks
included in this research consists of monthly data of all conventional and Syariah banks
in Indonesia operating from December 2018 to August 2020. Credit cooperatives are
not included. Some banks have been excluded in the sample when they include too
few data points (usually in the onset of a merger or acquisition near the beginning of the
period, or before the bank decides to stop operating, or the bank pulls out completely
from the Indonesian market altogether). Other traits that will exclude a bank are; a) the
bank has zero deposits, b) the bank has no more loans outstanding, c) the data point
has negative equity.
The researchers obtained the monthly financial reports provided by the banks to the
Indonesian Financial Services Authority (OJK – Otoritas Jasa Keuangan) three months
after the aforementioned time period. This resulted in 84 – 86 banks per month. To
account for the fact that large banks and small banks have very different loan portfolios
as well as different loan relationships with their debtors, this is accounted for in the
model using the natural logarithm of gross total assets.
The sample is further divided into several categories. First, the State-owned banks
(BUMN) are banks in which the state has a controlling interest in, and of which actions
generally have slightly more constraints than privately-owned banks. Second, the
foreign-investment banks represent banks with a foreign ownership of at least 51%.
Third, the privately-owned banks. The banks that are practically private-owned and
private-run. Most banks with foreign investment are also included in this category.
A bank category excluded from this and is not included in the state-owned banks
category either are banks that are subsidiaries of state-owned enterprises by just
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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one or two degree of ownerships removed. Fourth, the Syariah banks, which are
banks operating under Syariah principles are included in this category, regardless of
whether they are state-owned, subsidiary of state-owned enterprises, or private-owned.
Fifth, Conventional banks covering banks operating under conventional commercial
principles, the counterpart to the Syariah banks. This category does not differentiate
banks further in terms of ownership structure.
Liquidity creation in the Indonesian banking industry can be calculated using two
approaches among the four possible [19]. The first “cat non-fat” takes into account
liquidity creation by category, and on the balance sheet only, where only liquidity
creation involving liabilities created and assets created and used are recorded. The
second approach, “cat fat”, takes into account liquidity creation by category, and also
both the balance-sheet-based as well as off-balance-sheet-based liquidity creations.
This includes loan commitments and the like. The “mat non-fat” as well as the “mat fat”
approach is currently not feasible since the financial reports provided on a timely basis
to the Indonesian FSA (OJK) does not cover the degree of details including maturity.

3. Results and Discussion
The researchers examine how liquidity creation has developed over time, particularly as
the time period enters the pandemic-affected lockdown and social distancing measures.
Based on the “cat non-fat” measure of liquidity creation, the banks in the sample
created a combined total of 3.65 quadrillion IDR (3.65 x 10∧15) in December 2018.
The amount has increased to 3.83 quadrillion IDR (3.83 x 10∧15) of liquidity in August
2020. Using the broader “cat fat” measure of liquidity creation, banks in the sample
created a combined total of 4.49 quadrillion IDR (4.49 x 10∧15) in December 2018. This
rose to 4.56 quadrillion IDR (4.56 x 10∧15) in August 2020.
The transition between the pre-pandemic and pandemic period is marked at the end
of December 2019. The time period before and up to December 2019 is therefore prepandemic, while the time period from January 2020 onwards is during the pandemic.
We will also observe how this influence different bank categories.
The three largest banks in the sample in terms of asset created 43.7% of the total
liquidity generated by the end of August 2020. This is not an unexpected result, as the
three banks collectively control 43.2% of all the assets in the sample. The top 10 banks
in term of assets at the same period created 72.62% of the total liquidity. The banks in
this set represented only around 12% of the total number of banks, and yet controlled
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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70.24% of all assets. Total industry liquidity creation equals 56% of total gross asset
under “cat fat”.
The different bank categories have their own patterns of liquidity creation. In “cat
non-fat”, the Syariah category generally has the highest liquidity creation throughout all
periods, whether pre- entering the pandemic or during the pandemic period. In “cat fat”,
their rate of liquidity creation compared to their total assets barely changed, which is
in line with the Syariah business model of mostly operating on the balance sheet and
rarely venturing into off-balance sheet commitments. This finding is in line with [13] who
studied the banking data for fifteen years since year 2000-2014 from 24 countries that
have dual banking system IBs and CBs. Generally, per unit asset, IBs, are able to create
more liquidity from the asset side, especially they provide more loan to businesses
than to off balance sheet product or commitment to other parties. Their findings are
consistent to all the country whether the bank located in Muslim majority or non-Muslim
and applies during the crisis and normal time. The same results in MENA countries
found by [20] where IB’s were able to create more liquidity per asset rival than CBs’.
This is in contrast with the conventional banks, whether it is state-owned, with foreigninvestment or simply general privately-owned banks. Their rate of liquidity creation as
a percentage of asset (Figure 1) markedly improves once off-balance liquidity creation
were included.
The percentage of increase in liquidity creation between the “non-fat” and “fat”
approach is not uniform among all banks, and this is also reflected in the improvement
faced by each bank category. The bank category improved the most is the banks with
foreign investment; the increase in liquidity creation in the “cat fat” liquidity ranges
between 41% to 49.2% larger than the “cat non-fat” one. In a way, this is not surprising,
as compared to Indonesian-based banks, they have a wider range of institutional
knowledge and experience in effectively utilising off-balance sheet commitments. In
terms of additional liquidity as a portion of assets, the off-balance sheet liquidity of these
banks contributed only between an additional 1% to 19.2%. The bank category with the
least change is as mentioned before, the Syariah banks. The difference between the
two types of liquidities hovers only in the 1.6% to 2.1% range.
The other three bank categories will be listed in descending order of difference. The
category with the second highest increase in “cat fat” liquidity compared to “cat non-fat”
is in privately owned banks, with the rise in liquidity at the 16.1% - 34.9% range. The
next one after that is conventional banks at the 15.4% - 25.9% range. The second-to-last
bank category is the state-owned (BUMN) banks at a sedate range between 14.2% 16.5%.
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Figure 1: Type of liquidity creation per asset.

As a percentage of total assets, the state-owned (BUMN) banks did exceed the
Syariah banks’ liquidity creation by far on March 2020, and narrowly in the few months
around it as they increased their liabilities noticeably—their proportion of liabilities
increased the most compared to any other bank categories. Pre-pandemic, the range
of their liabilities were between 84,4% - 85,4% of total assets, while during the pandemic, their liabilities ranged to 85,6% - 87% of total assets. Compared to other bank
categories as shown in Figure 2, the Syariah banks experience the least fluctuation in
the proportion of their liabilities, though considering their high level of liabilities even
from the beginning, it might serve as a constrain to further movements.
In terms of “cat fat” liquidity, the best performing category is the state-owned banks.
Before off-balance sheet items are considered, the Syariah banks perform the best, but
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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Figure 2: Solvency Ratio to Total Asset.

even under that approach, the state-owned banks came second for around half the time,
with the banks with foreign investment coming second during the other half. Whether
this capability to efficiently generate liquidity per unit of asset owned is something that
is a function of their size and the economies of scale it allows (all state-owned banks are
in the top ten largest banks by asset), or other reasons is something to be investigated
further (the higher degree of scrutiny meant they are more disciplined than smaller
banks that are non-credit unions, etc).
In December 2018, Figure 3 shows that every rupiah of bank equity in the sample
generated over four times of liquidity (liquidity is 411,8% of equity). Even under more
challenging economic conditions at the end of 2020, on August 2020, equity still
generated more than three and a half times liquidity—at that time, liquidity is 386.22%
of equity.
The bank category with the highest ratio of liquidity created to equity is the Syariah
banks. This may not be too surprising, as it has been seen earlier that the Syariah
bank category is the one with the highest proportion of liabilities out of total assets.
The relatively smaller equity size compared to the others enables it to have a high
liquidity creation to equity ratio. When liquidity is measured as a proportion of credit and
credit-equivalent extended, the Syariah bank category generates the highest amount of
liquidity under the “cat non-fat” approach, with the state-owned (BUMN) banks coming
second after them and banks with foreign-investment coming last. Yet using the “cat
fat” approach to include off-balance sheet commitments, the situation reverses.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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Figure 3: Liquidity Creation to Equity.

Figure 4 shows proportion of liquidity creation out of credit extended. Under “cat
fat”, banks with foreign-investment and privately-owned banks are the two categories
taking turns in being the one with the highest liquidity generated as a proportion of credit
extended (66.8% - 97.2% and 82.6% - 96.2%). Conventional banks hewed very closely to
both categories (88.9% - 96.2%) and the Syariah bank category came last. The ratio of
liquidity creation relative to credit extended did not noticeably differ between the time
period pre- the pandemic and during the pandemic itself, showing that at the very least,
the efficiency of liquidity creation per rupiah of credit extended remained unchanged.
There was a marked drop in liquidity for foreign-owned banks on March 2020, owing
to the fact that a few banks in the sample became net liquidity absorber/destroyer to a
marked degree in that small window of time instead of liquidity creator. It is possible that
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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some subsidiaries of international banks are seeking liquidity in Indonesia to cushion
a liquidity crunch experienced elsewhere worldwide, but it is impossible to know the
exact reason without a more detailed dissection of their balance sheets and off-balance
sheet reports.

Figure 4: Liquidity Creation to Credit Extended.

The last three Figures (Figure 5,6, and 7) show a glimpse into liquidity that is strictly
contributed by off-balance sheet commitment form three different point of time, i.e.
December 2018, December 2018, December 2019, and August 2020. The figures show
the distant approach that most Indonesian banks take towards it. The size of the bank
(represented here by ln asset) does not seem to noticeably correlate with the proportion
of required off-balance sheet commitments. The banks at ease in holding sizeable
amounts of off-balance sheet commitments are the conventional foreign-investment
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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banks (F-Con). Banks from other categories have their off-balance sheet liquidity mostly
from almost none (some Syariah banks) to a little over twenty percent of their assets.

Figure 5: Off-Balance Sheet Liquidity/Asset to Ln Asset, Dec 2018.

The Figures show that Syariah banks’ relative detachment from off-balance sheet
activities is noticeable but not very unique in the Indonesian banking industry. Considering that even the largest banks have not been very active in it yet, this is not
just a matter of scale economies or having the capital and expertise enough to do so.
The market is still underdeveloped, and banks perform their intermediation function in
Indonesia mainly through their balance sheet accounts.

4. Conclusion
Some lessons can be learned from the liquidity creation of the Indonesian banks
in general, during the pre-pandemic, and in the pandemic period. First, large banks
(representing only 12% of the total number of banks), play a vital role in creating liquidity
(43.7% created by three large banks), since they collectively controlled 70.24% of the
total asset of the banking industry. However, the size of the bank does not seem to
noticeably correlate with the proportion of required off-balance sheet commitments.
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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Figure 6: Off-Balance Sheet Liquidity/Asset to Ln Asset, Dec 2019.

Figure 7: Off-Balance Sheet Liquidity/Asset to Ln Asset, Aug 2020.

Second, the increase in liquidity creation between the ”cat fat” approach is larger
than the ”cat non-fat” one. This condition indicates that off-balance sheet items still
DOI 10.18502/kss.v7i12.11551
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plays an important role in creating bank liquidity. Third, we found that Syariah banks
created the highest liquidity per unit asset under the cat non-fat approach throughout
all periods. These findings are consistent with Syariah bank’s characteristics with the
Syariah business model of primarily operating on the balance sheet and rarely venturing
into off-balance sheet commitments. In contrast, the conventional banks’ rate of liquidity
creation as a percentage of asset markedly improves once off-balance liquidity creation
were included. These findings imply that liquidity support from the government to the
society in the form of a social safety net and fiscal stimulus packages I and II help public
consumption and increase liquidity creation by banks. As a result, it will help improving
economic growth.
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